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The minimal spanning tree problem has been well studied and until now many efficient 
algorithms such as [5,6] have been proposed. This paper generalizes it toward a stochastic 
version, i.e., considers a stochastic spanning tree problem in which edge costs are not constant but 
random variables and its objective is to find an optimal spanning tree satisfying a certain chance 
constraint. This problem may be considered as a discrete version of P-model first introduced by 
Kataoka 14). 
First it is transformed into its deterministic equivalent problem P. Then, an auxiliary problem 
P(R) with a positive parameter R is defined. After clarifying close relations between P and P(R), 
this paper proposes a polynomial order algorithm fully utilizing P(R). Finally, more improvement 
of the algorithm and applicability of this type algorithm to other discrete stochastic programming 
problems are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Until today the minimal spanning tree problem has been well studied and many 
efficient algorithms such as [5,6] are known. This paper generalizes it and proposes 
a stochastic version of minimal spanning tree problem where edge costs are not 
constant, but random variables. 
Consider the construction of a communication network which connects some 
cities each other directly or indirectly. If each construction cost of line between one 
city and other city is deterministic, the problem becomes the minimal spanning tree 
problem as is well known. In reality, however, those costs vary with time, and so 
they can be considered as random variables. Then optimal connecting pairs of cities 
and budget are to be determined under the condition that the probability that total 
cost exceeds budget is below a certain level. 
Above problem may be formulated as the problem to find an optimal spanning 
tree under a certain chance constraint. In other words, the problem may be con- 
sidered as one of discrete stochastic programming problems, which are not much 
investigated so far. 
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Section 2 formulates a stochastic spanning tree problem PO and gives its 
deterministic equivalent problem P. Section 3 introduces an auxiliary problem P(R) 
and clarifies its relation to the original problem P. Fully utilizing P(R), Section 4 
proposes a parametric type algorithm. Section 4 also proves the algorithm finds an 
optimal spanning tree in O(n6) where n is a number of vertices in a given graph G. 
After an illustrative example in Section 5, Section 6 discusses more improvement of 
the algorithm and applicability to other discrete stochastic programming problems. 
2. Problem formulation 
Let G = (N, E) denote undirected graph consisting of vertex set N = { vt, v2, . . . , v,} 
and edge set E = {q, e2, . . . , e,) c N x N. Moreover cost c; is attached to each edge ej. 
Spanning tree T= T(N, S) of G is a partial graph satisfying the following conditions 
(a), (b), (c). (See [2] for details.) 
(a) T has a same vertex set as G. 
(b) SEE. (SI = n - 1 where (A ( denotes the cardinality of set A. 
(c) T is connected. 
T can be denoted with O-l variables x1,x2, . . . ,x, as follows. 
T: x;= 1, eiE S, 
x;=o, e;e S. 
Conversely, if (eil x, = i} becomes a spanning tree of G with vertex set N, X= 
(X1,X2, ***9 x,) is also called spanning tree hereafter in this paper. 
Ordinary minimal spanning tree problem is to seek a spanning tree X minimizing 
C,“=, cjxj. In many real situations, however, cj’s may not be constant, rather 
random variables. So we consider the following stochastic version PO of minimal 
spanning tree problem. 
P,: Minimize f, 
subject to PrOb [!, C,XjSf] Z(Y, 
x,=0 or 1, X: spanning tree, 
where each c; is assumed to be distributed according to the normal distribution 
N(pjuj,o,Z) with mean pj and variance a;; they are mutually independent; a> 3 is 
assumed. 
As is well known in the theory of stochastic programming [7,8], PO is equivalent 
to the following deterministic problem P. (For details, 
P: Minimize 
subject to Xj = 0 or 1, X: spanning tree 
see Appendix.) 
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where F(y) is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution N(0, 1) 
and K,=F-‘(a). 
Note that K, > 0 since (r > 4. 
3. Auxiliary problem P(R) and its relation to P 
This section introduces the following auxiliary problem P(R) with a positive 
parameter R in order to solve P. 
P(R): Minimize R f px +K, f ofx,, 
/=, JJ ,=I 
subject to Xj=O or 1, X: spanning tree. 
Note that P(R) is an ordinary minimal spanning tree problem with each edge cost 
R,/.Ij + K,c$. Let XR denote an optimal solution of P(R) and 
that is, corresponding value of P. Then the following properties hold. 
Property 1. cj”=, PjXj” is a monotonically nonincreasing function of R > 0. 
Proof. For I? > R > 0, from the optimality of XR and X” for P(R) and P(R), 
(1) 
(2) 
hold respectively. Subtracting the left hand side of (2) from the right hand side of (1) 
and the right hand side of (2) from the left hand side of (1) respectively, then 
(R - R) ,z, PjXj” 5 (R - a ) ,$ Pj$ (3) 
results. Since R - 17 < 0, from (3), 
holds. 0 
Property 2. CT=, ajx,! is a monotonically nondecreasing function of R. 
(4) 
Proof. Let I? > R > 0. Then (1) implies 
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since cj”= 1 F(iXJR 2 c,"= 1 ,LijXJR from Property 1. 0 
NOW let D(X) e (Cj”= 1 DjZXj)"' for each spanning tree X and let X* denote an 
optimal solution of P. Moreover, for convenience, D(X*) is denoted by D* simply. 
Theorem 1. For R I 20 * and any spanning tree T!? such that D(x) > D *, 
holds. 
Proof. From the optimality of X* for P, 
(5) 
holds. Multiplying both hands of (5) by R such that 2D*rR >O and rearranging (5) 
appropriately, 
results where 
Then it is sufficient to prove E<O. Using D* and D(X), E is rewritten as follows. 
c=D**-D(8)2+RD(8)-RD*=(D*-D(m)(D*+D(x)-R). 
Since D*<D(x) from the assumption of this theorem and D*+ D(x)- R> 
2D*-RzO, 
&<O 
is deduced. 0 
Theorem 2. For R 2 20 * and any spanning tree 8 such that D(z) CD*, 
holds. 
Proof. Assume contrary, i.e., 
(6) 
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From the optimality of X*, 
holds. Then the assumption D(X)<D* and (7) together implies 
$, Pjx?<,$, P$j* 
Therefore from (6) and (8) 
holds. Since 
holds from (7), (9) and (10) together imply 









But this contradicts the assumption R ?2D*. Thus theorem holds. 0 
Theorem 3. XzD*, an optimal solution of P(2D*) is also optimal for P. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
4. Algorithm for P 
This section proposes a parametric type algorithm for solving P. First let 
R*L2D*. 
Theorem 4. If 0 <I? c 2D(XR), then either 
R*z2D(XR) or R*<d 
holds. 
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Proof. From Property 2, for R such that d I R 5 2D(XR), 
D(XR) 5 D(XR) (12) 
holds. Therefore 
R < 2D(X”) I 2D(XR) (13) 
holds. (13) means R * does not exist on the interval [R, 2D(XR)] by Theorem 3. Thus 
either R*z2D(XR) or R*<d. 0 
Theorem 5. Zf Z? > 2D(XR), then either 
R*>R or R*s2D(X”) 
holds. 
(14) 
Proof. For R such that d L R > 2D(X”), 
D(XR) I D(XR) 
holds by applying Property 2 to R L R. (14) implies 
2D(XR) I 2D(XR) 5 R. 
Thus R* does not exist on the interval (2D(XR),d], i.e., either R*>k or R*s 
2D(XR). cl 
Now define RU for e;, e, (i-cj) as follows. 
Ru~K,(a~-a,?)/(pj-pi) (1 sicjsn). (15) 
Moreover, let XL (X”) denote a minimal spanning tree (maximal spanning tree) of 
G with each edge cost a;, and mo (MO) its value respectively. Rearranging Rti such 
that 21/m,1 R, I 2wD in increasing order, let 
R,<R,<...<R, 
where I is the number of different Rti’s belonging to the interval [2fio, 2mD]. 
Theorem 6. An optimal solution XR of P” for I? E [Ri,Ri+ ,] is also optimalfor all 
P(R), R~[R;vRi+ll* 
Proof. Let T,q be a corresponding spanning tree of XR, i.e., TR consists of N and 
edge set E,q k (ei 1 X: = l}. Then from the optimality of XR, 
&I* + K& L &, + K,a,2 (16) 
must hold for any e E ER and f E &(e, TR), where 
E(e, TR) = {f] loop in (f } U T,q contains edge e}. 
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By the definition of Rk, k= 1,2, . . . , 1, order of edge length does not change among 
the interval [Ri, Ri, ,]. Thus once (16) holds for a certain R such that I? E [R;, Ri+ 1], 
for any R between [R;,R;+ ,I, (16) also holds, i.e., XR is optimal for P(R). 0 
Now we are ready to construct our algorithm. 
Algorithm 
Step 1. Calculate R,, R2, . . . , RI and set i+l, XC&XL and C+ZL. Go to Step 2. 
Step 2. If i= 1, then go to Step 4. Otherwise, set R+(R; + R,, 1)/2 and solve P(R). If 
Z(R)<C, then set XC+-XR and C-Z(R). Go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Set 
i+max[min{q- 1 IR,r2D(XR)},i+ l] 
and return to Step 2. 
Step 4. Set R+2m and solve P(R). If Z(R)< C, then set X*+-XR and terminate. 
Otherwise, set X*+XC and terminate. 
Theorem 7. The above algorithm finds an optimal solution X* in at most 0(n6) 
computational time. 
Proof. First note that the calculation of R,, . . . ,R, can be done in at most 
O(n410g n). For each R, XR can be found in at most 0(n2) if using Prim’s algorithm 
[6] or Kruskal’s one [5]. Clearly, the number of XR checked by the algorithm is at 
most +n2(n2- 1) in order to find X*. Thus in at most 0(n6) computational time, the 
algorithm finds X*. 0 
5. Example 
Consider the following graph G given in Fig. 1. For G, each cost is given in Table 
1. Then PO is as follows. 
Fig. 1. G (3 denotes vertex and e, the ith edge). 
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Table 1 
Edge costs of G (N(p,,aJ) denotes a normal 















PO: Minimize f, 
subject to Prob 
Xj=Oor l,j=l,2 ,..., 6, X: spanningtree. 
From PO, P becomes as follows. 
Minimize ,$, /fjXj+ l.O(,$, 4xj)'", 
subject to Xj = 0 or 1, j = 1,2, . . . ,6, X: spanning tree 
where l.O=F-‘(0.8413). 
P(R): Minimize R f pjXj+ 1.0 2 DJ’Xj, 
,=I ,=I 
subject to Xj = 0 or 1, j = 1,2, . . . ,6, X: spanning tree. 
Algorithm 
Step 1. mD=O.S, MD=2.3+2fiD= 1.414 and 2flD=3.033. 
Rij is shown in Table 2. Based on these quantities, R, (=R12=Rd5)= 1.5, R2 
Table 2 
R,,, 15i<jS6 (Encircled figures constitute Rk, k= 1,2, . . ..I) 
1 & I:2 o.:, -oY4 ,“,;I 
2 2.7/l I .8/5 0.3/4 0.05 
3 0.9/2 0.8 0 
4 0 - 1.5/2 
5 0 
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Fig. 2. XL. 
(=Rs6)=2.4, I=2.XC(=XL)=(0,1,0,0,1,1)(seeFig.2). C(=ZL)=46.3, i=l. 
Step 2. Since i = 1 # 2 = I, set R = (R 1 + R2)/2 = 1.95 and solve P( 1.95). 
XR = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1). (Refer to Fig. 3). Since Z(R) = 44.378 < C (= 44.5 17), C is set 
to 44.378. Go to Step 3. 
Fig. 3. X’.95. 
Step 3. Since I= 2, i is set to i+ 1 (= 2). Return to Step 2. 
Step 2. Since i = I = 2, go to Step 4. 
Step 4. R is set to 2wo=3.033 and solve P(R). Again, XR= (O,O, 1, l,O, 1) and so 
X* = Xc = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0,l). Terminate. 
6. Conclusion 
This paper considered a stochastic version of minimal spanning tree problem P,. 
First PO was transformed into the deterministic equivalent problem P. Then 
auxiliary problem P(R) with a positive parameter R was introduced and its relation 
to P was clarified. Finally, fully utilizing P(R), parametric type algorithm which 
finds an optimal solution of P in 0(n6) computational time has been proposed. Note 
that our algorithm is also applicable to a stochastic version of the minimal spanning 
tree problem with a degree constraint [3] by slightly modifying our algorithm, i.e., 
P(R) becomes minimal spanning tree problem with a degree constraint and P(R) can 
be solved by Gabow’s algorithm [3]. As for the further research problem, the 
followings may be left. 
(1) More improvement of our algorithm, especially, development of more 
efficient algorithms. 
(2) Derivation of useful relations such as the relation between P(R) and P and 
application to other discrete stochastic programming problems. 
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Appendix. Transformation of PO into P [ 1,4,7,8] 
The chance constraint 
is transformed as follows. If c,? I oJ”x/’ f 0, 
Prob[!, cjx;s.f]ra 
t) Prob 
Since C,“= 1 (C,Xj-,UjXj)/(C/m, 1 OJ’X,2)“’ is a random variable according to the 
standard normal distribution, (Al) is further transformed into (A2). 
6421 
where F( .) is the distribution function of standard normal distribution and Fp ‘(a) i: 
its a-fractile point. Therefore, setting K, b F- ‘(a) and noting x,? = Xi (02= 0,12 = 1: 
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and minimum off equals to 
,E, PjXj + Ka( ,g, o~$)“’ 
for each spanning tree X, P, is equivalent to the following deterministic problem P. 
l/2 




subject to x, =0 or 1, X: spanning tree. 
If c,“=, a,‘~,‘= 0, then cJ”= 1 CjXj = c,“=, FljXj with probability 1 hence in this case 
Prob[!, cjxjS_f] Zo 
is equivalent to 
(Here we took into account that the probability standing on the left hand side is now 
either 0 or 1 and since (~2 + this probability must be equal to zero.) Therefore, also 
in this case, PO is equivalent to P. 
